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ABSTRACT 

Tottering Mice: The Key to Unlocking the Role of Alpha-1A Subunit 

Calcium Channels on Spatial Learning anti Memory. (April 2001) 

Kris Chcryl l. ukauskis 

Biomedical Science Program 
Texas ARM Universitv 

Fellows Adiisor: Dr. Louise Abbott 
Department of Veterinary Anatomi and Public Health 

Tottering mice hai e a mutation in the calcium channel protein. alpha-lA, which 

decreases calcium entry into ncurons through P- and Q-tl pe high-voltage activated 

calcium ion channels. Because calcium is an important signaling molecule for learning 

and mentory. these mice are appropriate models to stud& disorders concerning learning 

and memory. Ilomozi gous tottering (tg/tg) mice exhibit three specific neurological 

disorders: absence epilepsy, ataxia and paroxysmal dyshinesia. Calcium ions mainly 

emer neurons through calcium channels that are multisubunit complexes composed of a 

pore-toi'ming alpha-1 protein subunit and severa) regulatory subunits. Channels 

containing alpha-1A subunits (P- and Q-type calcium channels) arc highly expressed in 

the cerebellum. hippocampus. olfactory bulb. cerebral cortex, and thalamus. Since the 

alpha-lA subunit is found in the hippocampus, and the hippocampus is critical in spatial 

learning, ive postulated that there is a decrease in spatial learning and memory in 

tottering mice because ol'the defects in the alpha-1A subunit that they express. 

However. no investigation of spatial learning has been done on tottering mice. 

One problem that needed to be considered is that recurring seizures can interf'erc 

with learning and daih tasks. Mice in general svvim very viell. Swimming seems to 

eliminate the occurrence of ahsence seizures and the paroxysmal dyskinesia in tottering 

mice while the mice are swimming Therelore. using a sivimming maze emphasized 



potential learning deficits and not ph& sical impairments of tottering mice. We compared 

male, v, i ldty pe (+/+; control) and homozygous tottering mice (tg/tg) using the Morris 

water inaze as a spatial learning and memor) test. After training, we counted the 

number ol'direct swims (DS) toward the region where the platform was located (NF 

quadrant) in one categoD. and noted random sivims (RS) as well. The results showed 

62. 5 0 /+ alld 30. 77'10 tg/tg mice fit the DSrNE category. With this evidence, the low 

percentage of tg/tg mice in the DS/NE category supports our hypothesis that these 

calcium channel-deficient mice have reduced spatial learning and memory. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mice that have a mutation in the alpha-1A subunit protein found in P- and Q-type 

calcium channels are appropriate models t'or study of human diseases concerning learning 

and memory. The generation of mutant mice to serve as animal models of human disease 

is a povverful tool in understanding the manifestation and mechanisms of human disorders 

(Cravv ley. 1999), Tottering mice hav e a spontaneous recessive mutation that alters the 

alpha-1A calcium channel subunit and impairs P, 'Q-type calcium currents in neurons 

(Steinlein and Noebels. 2000). These mutant mice generally have a normal lifespan 

when gh en proper care (Jun et. al. , 1999). Previous vvork from our laboratory has shovvn 

that signiticant morphologic and biochemical abnortnalities exist in the tottering mouse 

cerebellum (Isaacs and Abbott. 1992; 1995; Heckroth and Abbott, 1994: Rhyu et al. , 

1999). Homoz& g&ous tottering (tg/tg&) mice exhibit tltree specific neurological disorders: 

1) absence epilepsy (Noebels and Sidman. 1979): 2) ataxia (Oreen and Sidman, 1962); 

and 3) a paroxysmal dyskinesia that bears some common attributes ot some 1'ortns of 

human myocl onus ( Levitt. 198g: Rhv u et al. . 1999). 

Calcium ions pla& a major role in many different physiological functions 

including: synaptic transmitter release and membrane excitability (Hille, 1992) 

and neurite outgrowth and plasticity (D'Angelo et al. , 1994). Neuronal systems for 

maintaining Ca' homeostasis arc critical for neuronal development and function 

(. "vlattson et al. , 1991). Thc main route of extracellular Ca entry into neurons is through 

voltage-gated calcium channels that are rnultisubunit complexes composed ol'a pore- 

forming/voltage-sensing alpha-1 subunit and several regulatory subunits. including alpha 

2-delta, beta and gamma (Hofmann ct al. . 1994). The alpha-1A subunit is particularly 

associated with P/Q-type calcium channels (Davies and Morris. 1997). Of the six types 

ol alpha-1 subunits, the alpha-1A subunit is the tnost highly expressed in the brain (Jun, 

et. al. , 1999), Yet. it is not expressed unit'ortnly in all neurons of the brain, 'fhe highest 

1'hi» thesis follovvs the style alld format ot . /on& na/ of' Yenrczvci ence. 



Figure i. Hippocampus 

!v1ouse hrait) coronal section, 0=cortex. H=hPpOcampuss. Scale har approximately 2mm 

expression is found in the cercbellurn. hippocampus, olfactory bulb, cerebral cortex, and 

thalamus. High expression ot the alpha-1A subunit in the cerebellum is likely to be 

associated with the occurrence of the ataxia and dyskinesia observed in tottering mice. 

1ligh expression ol' the altered alpha-1 A subunit in the tottering mouse cerebral cortex 

and thalamus can be associated with epileps&'. Dimond (19g0) reveals that subcortical 

structures (cingulum, fornix, thalalnus, globus pallidus. and hippocampus) seem to play a 

crucial role in short-term memory. Hc noted (rom Drachman and Arbit's study (1966) 

that patients with bilateral hippocampal lesions had impaired storage abilities (Dimond, 

19g0). Functionally, Dimond (1980) presents that the hippocampus commits information 

to tnemory as well as recalls stored inl'ormation from memory (Figure 1 shows a section 

ol'mouse hippocampus). To emphasize the major underlying point. ('rav'ley' (1999) 

highlights that spatial learning tasks. such as the Morris v ater maze, require a functional 

hippocampus. How ever. no int estigation ot' spatial learning has been done using 



tottering mice. We propose to look for an& correlation between the expression of 

abnormal alpha-1A calcium channel subunits in the tottering mouse hippocampus and 

altered spatial learning and memory. 

Hypothesis 

Because thc alpha-I A protein subunit is highly expressed in neurons of the 

hippocampus. and the hippocampus is critical in spatial learning. ive can postulate that 

there is a decrease in spatial learning and memory in tottering mice. 

Background 

Since voltage-gated calcium channels are important for synaptic function, it is 

possible that the tottering mutation could interfere with synaptic transmission in the 

hippocampus and, therefore. not alloiv learning and/or memory to take place. The mice 

with the alpha- 1 A calcium channel protein nnitation (tottering mice) will be used to 

explore the acquisition ol learning b) investig&ating their behaviors using a Morris water 

maze. Since the Morris water maze has been standardized in assessing spatial learning 

and memory, it is an appropriate apparatus to study such behavior in mice (Crawley, 

1999). One problem that needed to be tal en imo account is that recurring absence 

seizures can interfere with learning and daily tasks. The cerebellum is a highly structured 

region ol' the brain and the cerebellar cortex consists of three distinct layers: the outer 

molecular layer, the Purkinje cell las er. and the granule cell la) er (Figure 2). Both 

granule cells and Purl'inje cells high(i express the alpha-1A calcium channel subunit as 

seen in tigurc 3. in vs hich a section otmouse cerebellum has been 

itnmunohistocheinically stained usin&g an antibody to the alpha-lA protein. 

Abnormalities in the function of Purkinje cells and granule cells of the cerebelluni due to 

the niutation in the alpha-I A subunit are thought to be responsible for the cerebellar 

deficits seen in tottering mice. 'I'hese deficits include the ataxia as well as the paroxysmal 

dvskinesia. When an animal exhibits sensorv or motor deficits, choice of tasks is limited 

by the physical inability of the animal (Craivley, 1999). Swimming, instead of walking, 

seems to eliniinate the absence seizures and the paroxysmal 



Figur e Z. Cerebellum-Lo«' Magrniftcation 

l. ow magnitude sagittal section througfi a tottenng 
mouse cerebellum. A — antenor cerebellum. 
P=postenor cerebellum. . Vt=tnolecular la&er. 
G=granulc cell layer. W=white matter scale bar 

approsimately ti 5 mm. 

Figure 3. Cerebellum-FIigh Magnification 

High power magnification of cerebellum. 
Ivy=molecular layer, Arrow points to Purkinje cell 

dcntrites. P=Purkinje cell body. Ci=granule cell 
laser scale bar a rosimatelv l00 microns. 

dyskinesia while the tottering mice are swintming. This allo~s us to focus on the 

learning deficits and not so much on the physical impairments of tottering mice. 

1:urthcrmore, stress has thc ability to at'feet hippocalnpal activity (Ho)scher, 

1999). However, the advantage of the Morris «ater maze is that, even though stress may 

bc a factor, the animal must stvitn (perform) because it has no other altentative, whereas a 

stressed animal will usually not perform on a dr) land task (Holscher, 1999). To make 

sure that tottering mice do not have problems in vision or judging distance cues. this test 

v:ill allow us to distinguish het«'een mice that has e acquired spatial learning from mice 

that ntay not be able to attain spatial learning frotn other impairments (Silva ct al. . 1992). 

The totteringr C57BL/6J strain of'mouse «as utilized in this study because this strain 



carries thc genetic mutation that produces the three specific neurological disorders 

mentioned previously. These three disorders have many characteristics of human 

mvoclonus. This commerciallv available strain serves as the standard for numerous 

behavioral tasks (Crawley. 1999). 



METHODS 

We compared ivildty pe (+i'&; control) and homozygous tottering mice (tg/tg) for 

evidence to test the hypothesis. The tg/tg mice are affected at all alpha-I A subunit 

calcium channels. To simplii'I our test results, we only used male mice so hormonal 

factors would not be a key factor in our experiment. 

The Morris v:ater maze (Figure 4) demonstrates the degree to which the mice 

desire to find a way out ol the swimming maze test. which assessed the ability of 

tottering mice to learn and/or remember as compared to the +, '+ mice. Standardized 

behavior tests such as the Morris water maze are published. well-established tests that 

will further aid us in gaining an ansvver to the proposed research questions. It is assumed 

that mice, v hilc very good at swimming. do not prefer to svvint and will look for a way 

out of the water maze. They should be motivated to learn how to get out of the water 

and then remember v, hat thev have learned. Hovvever. if the mice have verv lov' levels 

of anxiety this may result in lov, cr motivation in learning how to get out of the water in 

the water maze. Such lov, motivation might then cause misinterpretation of the maze 

testing results. To illustrate. v'e discarded 'floating" mice from our study. We defined 

floating mice as those mice that remained motionless in the water for more than 10 

seconds. Cravvley (1999) examined this floating behavior and discusses that it is a 

measure of depression-like behavior because thc animal has "given up' on escaping. 

Animals 

Male C57Bi6J mice aged 2 to 6 months old v;ere utilized for the behavioral iests. The 

animals v ere housed in clear plastic cages within a temperature-controlled room (21- 

23'C) with a 12 hour light-dark cycle. Three to five mice v, ere housed in one cage. 

They had free access to Iood and water. 



Figure 4. Morris water task setup 
Arrow oints to base of latform. 

Morris Water Maze 

Experiments vs ere conducted in the light using a Morris water maze with close 

and distant visual cues to allow the mice to develop spatial learning. The Morris water 

maze consisted of a white plastic/polyurethane circular pool (74 cm in diameter, 38 cm 

in height) tilled to a depth of 23 cm w ith 26+1'C tap v;ater colored with powdered milk. 

vvhich vvas changed every day. ss as located in a temperature-controlled room, Multi- 

colored shapes, camera tripod location (Fig. 4)r cage placement, and other objects 

around and above the pool provided numerous distant visual cues. Additionally, visual 

cues (the letters N. S. W. E were 10 cm tall) were drav, n on the inside wall of the tub 2. 5 

cm above the water to serve as proximal visual cues (Fig. 7). The total circular area of 

the pool was theorctically divided into 4 quadrants (NE, SE. SW and NW). which was 

later plotted on a 13" television to obtain tracings of mice sv;im paths. The mouse was 

required to tmd a (Figure 3, 6. 7) gxg cm clear plexiglass platform (height=21. 5 cm) 

submerged 1. 5 cm beloiv the surface of the opaque water, which was present in the NE 
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Figure 5. Platform 
Black arrow points to 

top of platform. White 
arrow pomts to base of 

latform. 

Figure 6. Visible platform in 

clear water 
Black arrow potnts to bobber. 

Figure o Hidden platform in 

clear water 
Small arrows point to proximal 
visual cues, Laree arrow points to 

platform. 

quadrant (betv'een the center of the tub and the wall). Mice underwent 4 trials each day 

for a minimum of 3 training days vvith the platform located in the same position: NE 

quadrant (halfway betvveen the center and the wall ot the pool). The trial consisted of 

randomly placing a mouse into the vvater, facing the wall of the pool, in the SE, SW. or 

NW quadrants. Each trial lasted a maximum of 60 seconds in duration, and the mice 

werc immediately removed from the platform in order to serve as positive reinforcetnent 

for finding the hidden platform. To achieve learning, criteria included: lmding the 

platform in all four trials. climbing onto the platform in less than 30 seconds, and 

undergoing a minimum of 3 training days (maximum training length=10 days, after 

which the mice were tested in the probe trial). 

Once the training da& s vvere completed and the mice reached criteria or had been 

trained a total of 10 consecutive days, they vvere videotaped in a "probe trial". This 

video trial kept all variables constant except the presence of thc platforn. For this trial, 

the platform was removed and the mice vvere videotaped for 60 seconds to record the 

sv'imming path, determine the mice's favored quadrant (percentage of time spent per 

quadrant), and calculate the number of crossings vvhere the platform v as located during 

the training day s. Our expectation vx as that the +/+ mice would spend most of their time 



in the NF. quadrant Inhere the platfottn should be) and'or directly swim to the platform's 

location. and generate the most number of crossings. 

In addition, v e tested visual acuity by placing red and white bobbers on the 

typical Morris v, ater maze platform (Fig. 6) so the mice would associate the visual cue 

lbobber) v ith the location of the platt'orm. Since visual cues played a role in locating the 

platform. we decided to sec if there was a significant difference between association, 

memory acquisition. and vision in —, ' — and tg/tg mice. We conducted the experiment 

similar to the hidden platform experiments; however. the only change was the addition 

of the red and white bobber to the platform for every training period. 



RESL'LTS 

While training both vvildty pe and tottering mice, we determined 'achieved 

learnin" by assessing each group ot mice housed in the same cage. In pre-experiinental 

training (for the maze operators), we discovered that tottering mice were not consistent 

with meeting "achieved learning" criteria. For example, some tottering mice achieved 

criteria on the third training da& and appeared ready for the probe trial. Hov ever, when 

these same mice were trained an extra number of days (4-7). these animals vvere 

inconsistent with meeting the criteria for learning on the subsequent training days. 

Theret'ore, we decided to train all the mice in each cage as a group before the probe trial 

in order to gain an average perl'oniiance time. Furthermore. for the animals that did not 

reach criteria, we continued training them for a maximum of 10 days. Day 10 of training 

was concluded as the maximum time for training because mice assessed after this time 

period clearly shov ed no acquisition ol'learning. 

The wildtype mice, vvhich lack calcium channel deficiencies, performed well in 

both visible and hidden platform tests (Figs. 8 and 9). In the typical Morris v ster maze 

(hidden platform task). the wildtype mice achieved learning in 3 training days and found 

the platform in an average of 10 seconds (Fig. 9). I'here v, as not a significant difference 

between the perl'omaance by the vvildtype visible platform and wildtype hidden platform 

groups. 

When comparing the touering mice presented ivith a visible platform versus 

hidden platform, the results suggest that these mice are able to relate visual cues to 

locate the platform (I'igs. 8 and 9). Previous literature by McVamara and Skelton (1993) 

revealed that spatial learning. not cue learning (visual association). was impaired by 

hippocampal damage. While the majority of the tottering hidden platform group 

required a minimum of 7 days of training. their average time to climb the platform was 

about 10 seconds greater than the tottering mice in the visible platform group (Fig. 9). 

This suggests that the visual cue located directly at the platform enhanced learning in 

these mutant mice. 
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Figure g. Visible Platform Training 
Days of training for wildt& pe and tottering mice trained with the v«ible platform with 

standard error of the mean bars 
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Figure 9 Hidden Platform Training 
Days of traming for wildtvpe and tottenng mire tramed with the hidden platform with 

standard error of the mean bars Notice the increase in average time to find the platform for 
the tottering mice trained tvith the hidden platform. 



There was a notable difference between the average finishing time of the 

tottering mice trained using the hidden platform (33 seconds and 7 training days) and 

wildtype mice (10 seconds and 3 training days) (Fig. 9). Our results provide evidence 

for the possible negatii e effects of the calcium ion channel deficiencies on learning and 

menlory. 

Secondly, v, hen comparing wildtype and tottering mice with respect to the 

number of seconds it took to find the visible platform. the dov nward slope for the 

wildtype visible platform group was steeper. which depicts a decrease in time to find the 

platform over the number of training day s (Fig. 8). This was also true for the hidden 

platform, but it was more pronounced ivith the visible platform. The steeper dov'nward 

slope suggested that the v, ildtype mice may be acquiring learning and memory at a faster 

rate than the homozygous tottering mice. 

From the video taped trials, ive assessed the first ten seconds of movement in the 

maze because we expected the mice to immediately react to the stressful surrounding by 

initially locating and climbing the platlorm. We calculated the "number of direct sv ims 

(DS) and favored NE quadrant (NL)" in one category, v:hile noting random sv;ims (RS) 

in a separate category. Plotted on a bar graph. 62. 5'/o of the+/+ mice and 30. 77'/o of the 

tg. 'tg mice lit the DS/NE categoD. The low percentage of tg/tg mice in the DS!'NE 

category also supported our hypothesis that these calcium channel-deficient mice have 

reduced spatial learning and memor) (Fig. 10). 

In order to properly document learning in wildtype and tottering mice, we 

counted the number of platform crossings (ivhere the platform would be) in the probe 

trial as well as calculated the percentage of time the mouse spent in each quadrant. The 

wildtype mice trained ivith the hidden platform showed the greatest number of crossings 

over the region ivhere the platform was located during training during the full 60 second 

probe trial (Fig. 11). The wildtype mice averaged 7. 56 platform crossings with the 

hidden platform test, while the v, 
. ildtype mice trained with the visible platform averaged 

5. 09 platfoma crossings (T-test. p=0. 02). 



Tracings of Mice Routes 
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Figure IO. Tracings of Mice Routes 
The graph illustrates the greater number of — + mice that tound the platform {DSrNE) as 

compared to the tottering mice. which showed a greater number of random swims (RS) 

In depicting the percent of time spent in a particular quadrant, the wildtype mice 

trained with the visible platform shovved a signiticant preference for the quadrant where 

the platform was located during training. The wildtype mice trained with the hidden 

platform performed similarly in that they also spent a much higher percentage of time in 

the NE quadrant. This evidence further strengthens our hypothesis because the wildtype 

mice do not have alpha-IA calcium ion channel subunit deficiencies. Therefore, they 

v'ere able to recall their memory from the training days to show that learning and 

memory storage/retrieval had occurred. 

Contrary to the wildtype mice performance. the tottering mice clearly portrayed a 

lack of spatial learning and memory. Tottering mice trained with the visible platforin 

and tottering mice trained with the hidden plattorm demonstrated a decreased number of 

crossings as compared to the wildtype mice trained vvith the visible platform (least 

number of crossings of the ivildtype mice) (Fig. I I). 



Morris Water Task-Hidden and Visible 
Platform 
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Figure If. Number of Platform Crossings 
Witdtype mice trained with the hidden platform showed the greatest number of platform crossings. 
followed by wtldtt pe mice tramcd with the visible platform, tottering mice trained with the visible 

platform, and tonenng mice trained with the hidden platform 

Another interesting result we 1'ound was the close similarity between the number 

of crossings for both groups of tottering mice. The tottering mice trained with the 

visible platform averaged 3. 8 platform crossings for the probe trial, while the tottering 

mice trained with the hidden platform averaged 3. 55 platform crossings (Fig. I I h This 

does not retlect the v'ider difference in number of platform crossings between the 

wildtype mice trained with the visible platform compared to the wildtype mice trained 

v, ith the hidden platform. 



Morris Water Task-Visible Platform 
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Figure 12. Morris Water Task-Visible Platform 
tVildts pe mice showed the greatest amoirnt nf tmie spent m the NL quadrant, whereas the tottering 
mice spent most of their time swimming in the SW quadrant. Asterisks denote a significant 
difference Ip. -0, 05 for the single factor ANOVA). 

Contrail to the results obtained with the wildtype mice, neither group of tottering 

mice shosved a clear pref'erence for the NE quadrant during the probe trials I'Fig. 12). 

Fven with a proximal visual cue to facilitate association with the platform. the tottering 

mice continued to perform worse than the wildtype mice. However, the tottering mice 

trained with the visible platform did outperform the tottering mice trained with the 

hidden platform, This indicated that the tottering mice were capable of seeing and using 

the visual cues to help them locate the platform. Yet. this improvement did not reach the 

levels of either of the mouse groups. We expected the tottering mice trained with the 

visible platform to perform better than the tottering mice trained with the hidden 

plat I'orm. 

'fhe tottering mice trained with the hidden platform showed no significant 

difference in selecting the quadrant where the platform was located (NE) (Fig. 13). 

'1'hese mice only spent, on average. 21. 8% of their time swimming in the NE quadrant, 
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Morris Water Task-Hidden Platform 
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Figttre 13. Morris W'ater Task-Hidden Platform 
Wildtype mice showed the greatest amount of time spent in the NE quadrant. whereas the tottering 
mice spent most of their time sit immmg randomly throughout each quadrant Asterisks denote a 
significant difference (p&0. 05 for the single factor ANOVA1 



DISCUSSION 

Although dit'ficult to establish a conclusive definition of learning, Dimond 

supports Champion's (1969) definition: -permanent changes in behaviour resulting from 

practice and experience. 
" 

(Dimond, 1980). Learning allows information to be processed 

for storage and proceed to the major learning areas of the brain (Dimond, 1980). By 

analyzing prei ious literature from Bishop and Henry (1971), Dimond states that a neural 

basis of spatial navigation stems from a topographical projection of visual cucs onto the 

visual cortex (Dimond. 1980). Dimond continues saying that the site associated v ith 

identification of objects in space is the visual cortex (Dimond, 1980). Finally, Dimond 

refers to Bishop and Henry's (1971) work in recognizing two different aspects of spatial 

perception: consistency and the pattern of perception (Dimond, 1980). For example, the 

relationship of the eyes to the brain to the hands and feet are regulated by the spatial 

perception ol the indii idual (Dimond. 1980). Space, although recognized as 

homogeneous. is extensivel& mapped in a specialized topographical map (Dimond, 

1980). 

Before the probe trials were conducted. we thought the wildtype mice trained with 

the visible platform would perform better because they had the advantage of the visual 

cuc to help locate the platform. Hoivei er. the results seem to show that the vvildtypc 

visible platform group did not perform as ivell on the probe trials because the visual cue 

was removed. Therefore, they could have been less likely to use more distant visual cues 

to locate the platform. If the ivildtype mice trained v ith the visible platform learned the 

location ot the platform b& utilizing the bobber marker, they may become lost or spatially 

disoriented since this visual cue was removed during the probe trial. Yet, if they 

achieved learning based upon the visual cues on the inside wall of the tub, then it seems 

they v. ould have less difliculty in locating the platform (by crossing the place where the 

platform ivas normally located) for the probe trials. 

On the contrary, the tottering mice trained with the visible platform and the 

tottering mice trained vvith the hidden platform did not demonstrate a difference in 

learning v;hether the bobber marker was present or not. This data is interesting because 
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the wildtype inice trained with the visible platform (5. 09 average crossings) actually had 

a lov er number of platform crossings than the wildtype mice trained with the hidden 

platform (7. 56 average crossings). The tottering mice trained with the visible platform 

may have used the inner tub wall visual cues instead of relying only on the bobber 

inarker. We currentlv have no clear explanation for this finding, 

According to Fordyce and Wehner (1993). spatial learning is dependent upon 

hippocampal neural activity. The evidence presented here supports that a decrease in 

spatial learning in tottering mice could be associated with a lack of hippocampal function. 

The close similarity in number ot crossings among the tivo separate groups of tottering 

mice is possibly due to their deficient alpha-IA calcium channel subunits, which could 

effect learning and memory in the hippocampus. Part of the limbic system serves as the 

major learning circuit of the brain (Dimond. 1980). This subcortical area is linked to the 

cortex by way of the hippocampal formation, which is responsible for coding, 

distributing, and retrieving memory (Dimond, 1980). Since both groups of tottering mice 

exhibit the behavior of the defective alpha-IA subunit protein, it seems logical that they 

would react similarly to a spatial navigation test because thev will have decreased ability 

to store or recall information regardless if a proximal visual marker is provided. 

Surprisingly, there ivas a significant difference in the tottering mice trained with 

the visible platform. in that the mice Iavored the SW quadrant (33. 8 o time spent). This 

was unexpected because vve assumed the mice would randomly swim through each of the 

quadrants. Explanations for this occurrence stem from the possibility that; the mice 

feared the handler ivho stood to the East of the tub and the camera tripod positioned to 

the South of the tub: the tottering mice mai have been confused as to the location of the 

platform when the marker ivas vvithdrawn in the probe trials; "floating" time that was less 

than 10 seconds may alter results since these mice ivere allowed to finish testing. 

Interestingly, homozy gous tottering mice seem to act similarly to wildtype mice 

that were injected with an NMDA antagonist. v hich seems to impair a particular region 

of the hippocampus. Holscher's findings concluded that the mice injected with an 

NMDA antagonist shoived signs ot ataxia and impaired general sensorimotor 

coordination (Holscher. 1999). Additionally, both groups (tottering mice and wildtype 

mice injected with a NMDA antagonist) seem to respond in the same manner when 
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placed in the Morris ~vater maze: once the animal bumped into the platform. it made no 

attempt to climb onto the platform for the first several training days i Holscher, 1999). 

Overall, there is good supporting evidence that defective alpha-1A calcium 

channel subunits and other molecules or agents that hinder calcium entry into neurons, 

plal a significant role in decreasing learning and memorl in mice. 
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